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Effective Technology Use in Education

The use of technology inside of classrooms and in education has become a radically
popular phenomenon in education in recent years. However, the use of technology in a
classroom does not automatically create a more effective learning environment. The use of
technology in classrooms is most effective when pedagogy is sound, there are clear outlines of
objectives, there is a good match of technology, and clear techniques are followed (Kadiyala,
2000). As more schools lean toward incorporating technology into the classroom, the emphasis
needs to be shifted away from the mere use of technology but toward technological proficiency
over screen expertise. Meaning that students will not only learn to use an iPad or laptop, but
they will develop important skills such as code, Microsoft Office, and online citizenship opposed
to being proficient with a screen. Many students and young children know how to use a device
effectively for their own desires with it, but the difference will come from learning applicable skills
that go beyond screen proficiency. The technology needs to be effective and offer a different
and more experiential learning environment. The use of technology needs to be a mindful shift
that allows for students of all learning types to increase their knowledge of common core
subjects while at the same time increasing their technological skills and proficiency to make
them functional in a real-world setting.

As a teacher that teaches across multiple grades, I have noticed as students get older,
content becomes less engaging. In younger grades, labs and activities are incorporated into the
curriculum multiple times a week. In upper elementary and middle school, these activities take a
sharp decline, and the curriculum becomes more about meeting standards, and it is up to the
teacher to come up with interesting lessons. The lack of interesting content is supported by the
lack of student engagement. As students grow older, their interest in school slowly declines. The
Center for American Progress states that one way to overcome this issue is by empowering
student voices not only within the classroom but in education all together (Benner et. al., 2019).
The use of technology within the classroom allows students to take ownership of their learning
and of their own educational space. By offering students a blended learning station rotation
model, they are allowed the opportunity to choose what activity would best suit their current
needs in their learning space. They are given responsibility to make a choice that is right for
them and their learning style. Giving students the freedom to choose not only empowers the
student but also encourages more effective use and more technological proficiency in the
student as they take control over their own learning.

While there are many benefits to use of technology in the classroom such as improved
communication, advanced programs and research, and effective assessments of student
progress, many improvements still need to be made. Even so, the inclusion of technology in
education creates an environment that is more supportive of all learning styles (eLearning
Industry, n.d.). While implementing technology into the classroom, it is important to maintain and
use services that directly reinforce topics learned during face to face lessons. More specifically,
programs that create individual learning plans have proven to be the most effective in increasing
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student buy-in and student success rates. Schoology also suggests the use of shorter
increments with technology. This works perfectly with the use of a blended classroom so the
students are encouraged to spend reasonable time at each station (Davis, 2020). Davis also
suggests the use of a collaborative classroom. This will allow students the opportunity to
celebrate successes and show off their progress in a forum where all students can be
celebrated and support one another. Students should and can be able to connect with one
another in online forums and in person to maintain connectivity with the classroom.

According to a 2015 study, only a few teachers were willing to implement technology into
the classroom due to hesitations about teacher student relations. The study found that in
classrooms where teachers were willing to explore the benefits of technology in the classroom,
students who fell behind were more likely to understand content as the technology was catered
to them differently than a teacher is able to. This same study concluded that “the application of
educational technology enhances skills and cognitive characteristics” (Stosic, 2015). Stosic also
mentions that neither traditional lecturing or use of technology significantly altered the learning
that occurred in the lesson until intention was given by the teacher. Meaning that no form of
learning is inherently better than another until effective use is implemented.

There is an important shift in education toward incorporating technology. However, this
inclusion in curriculum does not automatically create a more engaging classroom. Emphasis
needs to be placed back on student engagement and technological proficiency over the mere
incorporation of a blended classroom. After being immersed in a blended classroom, students
should walk away with knowledge of standards as well as real world technological skills.
Although today’s generation has grown up with technology, it does not make them automatically
technologically proficient and they need skills such as coding, research skills, and the ability to
answer open-ended questions with critical thinking skills.
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